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BROAD GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSE PLANNING INFORMATION BOOKLET
2019 – 2020

NUMERACY

SKILLS FOR LIFE
SKILLS FOR WORK

LITERACY

HEALTH AND WELL BEING

The Literacy experiences and outcomes promote the development of skills in utilising language,
particularly those that are used regularly by everyone in everyday life. They reflect the need for
young people to be able to communicate effectively both face-to-face and in writing through
an increasing range of media.

The numeracy experiences and outcomes are designed to allow young people gradually to
build up the concepts and skills. Pupils develop skills in estimation and rounding, number and
number processes, fractions, decimal fractions and percentages, money, time, measurement,
data and analysis and ideas of chance and uncertainty.  All young people need to have
well-developed numeracy skills to take their place in society.

Learning in Health and Wellbeing ensures that children and young people develop the
knowledge and understanding, skills, capabilities and attributes which they need for mental,
emotional, social and physical wellbeing now and in the future.

In Skills for Life and Work pupils will build knowledge and understanding of the workplace, which
skills employers will expect of them and what they, themselves, should expect from employment.
They will also experience enterprising activities and an enterprising culture.

In S3 pupils will still follow a broad general education (BGE).
The number of subjects studied is reduced compared to S1 and S2 to allow

greater depth, and an element of personalisation and choice is introduced.
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BROAD GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSE PLANNING PROCEDURE

DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY

FEB/MARCH MAY

AUGUST

COURSE CHOICE TIMELINE
Course Choice information

produced by Depts.
Pupils complete free

Choice ‘dry run’ option
choice, to inform column

structure for final
choices.

BGE Course Choice
information distributed.

Career and Learner
Pathway Event.

Course choices
made.

BGE return - 15/02/19
SP return - 15/03/19

Publish and
distribute Timetable.

Start of new
Timetable.

Results.
Adjustments of choices

as appropriate.

JUNE
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BROAD GENERAL EDUCATION
SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE
TALKS BY GUIDANCE STAFF
During January / February, all Second Year classes are given a
Course Planning presentation by Guidance Staff during Personal
and Social Education (PSE) time.  This covers the relationship
between career and subject choice and how their own choice
of subjects may be influenced by their interests, ability and
career intentions. They are also briefed on how they should go
about making their individual subject choices. As part of the
Personal and Social Education programme pupils have been
introduced to the subject of Careers and shown how make use
of the resources My World of Work
(https://www.myworldofwork.co.uk/) and the Highland hi-hope
site (http://hi-hope.org/). During this time, pupils will prepare for
the Career and Learner Pathway Event in early February.

SUBJECT REPORTS
Comprehensive reports on your child’s progress over the past year provide recommendations
from teaching staff as to the probable level of course most suited to the ability of your child at the
beginning of S3.

INTERVIEWS BY GUIDANCE STAFF
During February, Guidance Staff will interview your child individually in order to establish a course
which will take account of your child's wishes, his/her ability and future career aim if this is known.

COURSE PLANNING
The school will always try to ensure pupils get their first choice of subject. However, there are
circumstances where pupils may be required to change their original choice(s).  These circumstances
are:

● where the number of pupils choosing a course exceeds the maximum number of places

available

● where minimum pupil numbers are not met and a subject option has to be withdrawn

● Where curses cannot be run due to staffing restrictions

Once these interviews are completed, necessary adjustments - as a result of restrictions on class
sizes or of staffing limitations - will be carried out in discussion with individual pupils.  Should any
queries then arise, you will be able to make appointments with Guidance Staff in school so that
any problems or difficulties can be resolved.

CHOICE OF SUBJECTS
Pupils will be expected to select subjects from across the curricular areas to ensure they continue a
Broad General Education (BGE). All pupils will study Maths and English and choose an additional 6
subjects. All pupils also attend core subject lessons in Personal and Social Education (PSE), Physical
Education (PE), Religious Moral Philosophical Studies (RMPS). PSU, with its focus on skills for learning, life
and work, is now incorporated into Masterclass time with two termly lessons on S3 profile
development and progression into Senior Phase.

During S3 pupils and parents will be informed of the recommended level of presentation for S4. In S4
pupils will further reduce the total number of subjects studied to six. Pupils will complete S4 Senior
Phase Course Planning next February.
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BROAD GENERAL EDUCATION
SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE
HOW TO CHOOSE A COURSE
Pupils normally prefer to choose subjects they enjoy, where they demonstrate some ability and which
are relevant to a future career path.  This usually provides quite a reliable starting point.  However:

● subjects chosen must make up a meaningful course providing sufficient breadth across
curricular areas;

● a particular subject may be recommended by the school even though it may not have been
considered a first choice.

Subject choices should be designed on the basis of the following principles:

● Enjoyment

● Progression

● Personalisation and choice

● Relevance

CAREERS GUIDANCE / CAREERS INFORMATION
Careers Education forms an important part of the Guidance System in Nairn Academy.

Mr Kevin Guthrie, the school Careers Adviser, works closely with the Pupil Support Staff in the
Guidance base providing careers support to pupils.

The school Careers Library is sited in the School Library and pupils are encouraged to make full use
of the information available.  This Library is open throughout the school day, at lunchtimes, and up
to 4.30pm after school. Pupils have access to a computer which can help with matching interests
and qualifications to career possibilities using the Highland hi-hope site (http://hi-hope.org/), Skills
Development Scotland (SDS) and My World of Work sites (https://www.myworldofwork.co.uk/)also
have useful information on careers.
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BROAD GENERAL EDUCATION
SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE
STANDARDS EXPECTED IN THIRD YEAR COURSES
As pupils embark on the courses which they have chosen, they will be reminded of the standards
which are expected of them.  In general, these are similar across the full range of subjects. During S3,
many pupils will be working at CfE level 4, and most will complete level 3.

Each pupil is expected to:

▪ be ready and willing to work hard

▪ settle to work in a quiet, disciplined manner

▪ be prepared to accept some responsibility for his/her learning

▪ complete class work and homework as required

▪ make up any work missed through absence

▪ prepare adequately for assessments

HOMEWORK
In preparation for Senior Phase, homework becomes a more significant part of study during S3.  Most
subjects will give homework, on a weekly or occasional basis.  This may involve activities such as
reading, revising for assessments, completing questions, writing essays, preparing presentations,
research etc. Quantities of homework are differentiated to fit with a pupil’s abilities and might mean
anything from a few 20 minute activities to three of four hours per week.  Most pupils use their mobile
devices to record deadlines, and diaries are on sale from reception.  Late homework is dealt with firstly
on a departmental level.

ASSESSMENT
Assessment at BGE can take the form of many different activities rather than simply the traditional
question and answer paper, and ranges from essays, presentations, posters, projects, and class work to
film and model / product creation.  Attainment of a level is holistically based on a bank of moderated
materials rather than one style of assessment or piece of work.  This is to reflect the needs of the
modern world of work and further and higher education and to reflect the principles of a Curriculum
for Excellence.

How are qualifications changing?
Scotland’s qualifications system has changed to meet the needs of learners in the 21st century and to
reflect Curriculum for Excellence where children learn across different subject areas from the age of 3
to 18.

What has changed?
● In the 2017/18 session, National 3, 4 and 5 qualifications were altered by the SQA to remove

some of the assessment required. This means many practical courses now have an exam
requirement. Some pupils may choose to sit units alone, rather than the whole course certificate
as a differentiator.

● The current qualifications at CfE Higher level have been altered in the same way in the current
session 2018/19 and Advanced Higher will change in 2019/20.

National 3 and 4 subjects are unit based and do not have examinations. National 5 and
Higher subjects are now all assessed at least in part using external exams.
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BROAD GENERAL EDUCATION
SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE
S3 MASTERCLASSES
In the final year of the Broad General Education, the Masterclass programme provides further
opportunities for personalisation and choice within the timetable.

In Masterclasses learners enjoy different contexts for learning over a double period every week with the
opportunity to develop key skills, such as teamwork, analysis and problem-solving. Masterclasses run
over three blocks of eleven or twelve weeks.

At the start of S3, pupils choose a minimum of three Masterclass options from a menu of around 12
possible choices which include:

▪ First Aid training

▪ Crime Scene Nairn

▪ Drama

▪ Guitar

▪ Rugby

▪ Sports Leaders

▪ Journalism

▪ Languages* (French, German, Russian, Mandarin)

▪ Farmer Jones Academy

▪ Enterprise

*All pupils who do not select a Modern Language as an S3 course must choose Languages for one of
these blocks to ensure their entitlement to language learning in the BGE.
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NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

ENGLISH

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N4 English with N5 Literacy
N5 English

HIGHER English

Journalism
Media
Publishing
Editing
Writing
Broadcasting
Research
Teaching

S3 English
“A good head and good heart are always a formidable combination. But when you add to that a
literate tongue or pen, then you have something very special.”
- Nelson Mandela

English is a fundamental core subject that goes far beyond reading and writing. The English course will
help you to develop an array of skills which can be used in and beyond the subject itself. The
applications for English skills in the 21st century continue to expand – whether that’s the ability to write
accurately and fluently in business or to discuss and explain the world with friends. The S3 course is
tailored to the needs of individuals by focusing on various texts to suit your level and you should expect
to work in an environment where developing critical thinking and analysing sources are a main focus.

In the S3 English course you will engage in:

Reading: A huge range and variety of texts from visual texts and films to classic novels and hard-hitting
journalism. Reading is not simply understanding a story; as you will learn, it means that you should
interpret and analyse the meanings behind the construction of various types of text.
Writing: You will learn to write in a variety of styles from formal informative essays to creative short stories
and personal writing. By developing your own writing voice and understanding how language works
you will begin to persuade, argue, describe, explain and influence through increasingly complex
pieces of writing.

Listening: Can you truly listen and understand another person’s perspective? Listening skills are essential
to understand how others feel and what their points of view are. By working in groups or through
listening to different texts you will have a better, more informed outlook on others’ opinions.

Talking: In both formal talks and informal group walk you will learn how to talk more effectively. Talks
could take various forms – a presentation to your class or a small group; a group discussion; a class
debate; paired work to discuss with a partner or one on one talks with your teacher. The main idea is
that you learn how to express your opinions and beliefs confidently.



CAREERSSUBJECTS

N3 Applications of Maths
SCQF 4/5 Personal Finance

N4 Mathematics

N5 Applications of Maths
N5 Mathematics

HIGHER Mathematics

Science roles
Data handling

Processing and analysis
Engineering

Surveying
Business

Human Resources
Programming

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

MATHS

S3 Maths
Mathematics is important in our everyday lives and helps us make sense of the world around us. It
equips us with the skills we need to interpret and analyse information, simplify and solve problems,
assess risk and make informed decisions.  Pupils will acquire these skills and techniques and use them in
a variety of contexts as well as experience challenge regardless of ability.

In S3 you will either be working through Level 3 or Level 4:

LEVEL 3 TOPICS
Money, Data Revision, Perimeter, Area and Volume, Map Work and Directions, Drawing 2D Shapes,
Angles and Enlargement/Reduction, Algebra, Number Sequence, Time, Coordinate Points and
Symmetry, Rounding, Number Problems and Facts, Negative Numbers, Multiples, Factors, Prime
Numbers and Powers, Fractions, Decimals and Percentages, Proportion and Ratio, Probability and
finally learn about Famous Mathematicians.

LEVEL 4 TOPICS
Number, Pythagoras, Right Angled Trigonometry, The Circle, Circle Angle Properties, Proportion and
Similarity, Algebra, Number Sequences and Formulae, Perimeter, Area and Volume, Coordinate Points
and Translation, Gradient and the Straight Line, Careers in Mathematics, Expressions, Laws of Surds and
Indices, and Algebraic Fractions.

SKILLS
● Knowledge and Understanding

● Reasoning

● Problem Solving

● Mental Agility

Please note; topics completed within S3 also feature within National courses in the Senior Phase, and
can appear in Senior Phase assessments.
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NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

CORE SUBJECTS
RMPS - Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies

PSE - Personal and Social Education

PSU - Personal Support - universal entitlement

There are three main areas of study in the core course:

● Medical Ethics
● Organ Donation
● The Rwandan Genocide

Pupils are encouraged to consider their own beliefs and moral standpoints, and to understand the
contexts and factors that impact what we and others believe. There is a focus on challenging thinking,
and learning to consider the views of others in a more open-minded way.

This is a core subject, key for all pupils to develop healthy habits to help them be safe in a changing
world. Pupils will develop self-awareness and resilience, in addition to gaining key knowledge around
drugs, sex and mental health. The content covered and the skills developed are of direct relevance to
work and to life beyond school generally.  Pupils are informed how to remain safe and to make
appropriate choices in life.

As part of the course, pupils also complete the Youth Philanthropy Initiative (Y.P.I.) which provides the
opportunity to complete the Religion, Belief and Values: Values in Action unit at SCQF Level 4.

PSU in S3 builds on the reflection and skills development of S1 and 2. Pupils take part in twice termly
lessons on Skills for Learning, Life and Work, before finally producing a Profile of their strengths, progress
and targets at the end of the BGE which informs course planning. These lessons take place in
Masterclass time.

PE - Physical Education
Pupils take part in a range of activities from indoor volleyball and badminton to outdoor football.  The
mix of physical pursuits all focus on promoting general wellbeing. Activities vary per term to allow
development of practice and team skills to build.
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Pupils in French and German can expect to learn vibrant languages
whose use is growing in the global climate.

Modern Languages courses cover a wide range of activities based on
the key skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. Students will
engage in a range of tasks such as presentations, role-playing, group
activities and the use of online and ICT resources for learning.

The benefits of learning a language are numerous: it helps to develop
key skills such as numeracy and literacy that will be used across the
school. It will also help to culturally broaden your horizons and is a subject
which is increasingly in demand for university applicants. The demand for
employees and graduates who have a second language is growing rapidly.

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

MODERN LANGUAGES

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N4 French
N5 French

HIGHER French

N4 German (Virtual School)
N5 German (Virtual School)

HIGHER German (Virtual School)

Interpreter
Translator

Journalism
International Aid Work

Diplomatic Service

French / German
These courses are based on the Studio 3 and Echo courses as appropriate, which present opportunities
for students to develop and reinforce their vocabulary and grammar from S1 and S2. The course is
targeted at a range of levels to suit the needs of all.

TOPICS
The main topics covered in S3 include:

● Society

● Health and Wellbeing,

● Employability

● Leisure and Culture.

Pupils will experience opportunities to use the language in context.  We are also investigating the
possibility of Modern Language trip to allow pupils to understand more about the cultures and
languages in context.

Please note, progression in German may be offered via the Virtual School through a proven and
experienced online tutor. School staff are also on hand to provide speaking practice.
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NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

GEOGRAPHY

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N4 Geography
N5 Geography

NPA Rural Skills (SCQF Levels 4/5)

HIGHER Geography

Geology
Meteorology
Forestry
Estate Management
Tourism
Army
Surveying

S3 GEOGRAPHY
Geography provides learners with insights into their own physical and human environment and
contrasting environments in the wider world.

By examining the interactions between humans and the environment learners can better understand
the consequences of our actions on the local and wider world and through an understanding of the
concept of change they can better appreciate its significance, both in their own times and for the
future.

TOPICS
Students will cover a series of topics throughout 3rd year, and develop their skills in research, information
handling and analysis, presentation, and map work.

● Tornados - Weather phenomena. Climate change. Impact and response to natural disasters.

● Blood in your Phone - The environmental and ethical impact of owning a phone. Product

lifecycles. Mineral extraction. The developing world. How mining drives conflict in the DRC.

● Power - Pros and cons of different methods of generating electricity. Sustainable electricity

generation. Government policy.

● Limestone Landscapes - The formation of limestone landscapes. Conflict and economic activity

in those landscapes. Sustainable land management.

● The growth of Nairn - Investigating the growth of Nairn over time.

● Plate Tectonics - The causes, impacts and response to volcanic eruptions and earthquakes.
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NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

HISTORY

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N3 History
N4 History
N5 History

HIGHER History

Law
Justice and Policing

Research
Journalism

Civil Service
Politics

S3 History
WHAT ARE THE MAIN AIMS OF THE SUBJECT?
The purpose of the course is to open up the world of the past for learners. History provides learners with
insights into their own lives and of the society and the wider world in which they live. By examining the
past, learners can better understand their own communities, their country and the wider world.
Through an understanding of the concept of continuity, they can better appreciate change and its
significance, both in their own times and in the past.

TOPICS
Students will cover two main topics throughout 3rd year:

● USA  1820-1880
  A study of the reasons which led American settlers to move west and impact of that westward
  expansion on the Native American population, the nature of slavery before the Civil War and
  attempts to end racism after the war.

● The experience of the Great War -1914-1918
Its effects on the lives of soldiers on the Western Front and of civilians in Britain and Germany.

 This topic considers the impact of technology on the soldiers on the Western Front. It also
 considers the way in which the war changed life for people at home as the war began to
 impact on every aspect of life both during and after the war.

PUPIL EXPERIENCES
The History department runs a successful Battlefield Trip Experience for 3rd Year pupils which allows
young people to be immersed in the ways in which the conflict shaped our world.

SKILLS
• Developing a detailed knowledge and understanding of historical themes and events

• Evaluating the impact of historical developments

• Handling a variety of primary and secondary sources e.g. print, photographs, artefacts.

• Comparing sources and drawing reasoned conclusions from them

• Presenting information and views

• Researching, organising and analysing information

• Decision-making and problem-solving
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DRAMA

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N5 Drama (through Eden Court)
H Drama (through Eden Court)

Arts
Film
Theatre
Broadcasting
Choreography
Writing

S3 BGE DRAMA
This course will continue to encourage pupils to work with others in a positive way, to explore
relationships through language, movement and theatre activities. It will build on skills developed in S1
and allow pupils to explore own and others opinions, attitudes and values. The course is split into a
series of units which will look at specific drama as well as exploring negotiated themes and issues.

RESPONDING TO A STIMULUS
Pupils are reminded of the drama process and are asked to create and present a piece of drama from
a stimulus.

VOICE&MOVEMENT SKILLS
The pupils will get an opportunity to refine these skills through presenting an improvised and scripted
piece of drama.

CHARACTERISATION
This unit looks at the different techniques used to create and develop a character.

SCRIPT WRITING
This unit will look at the creation and production of scripts, working with both devised and improvised
pieces.

Please note the course is based on performance, and that taking part in performance in front of an
audience is compulsory. Pupils must also be prepared to learn lines as part of homework and to reliably
take responsibility for their roles in group assessments.
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CAREERSSUBJECTS

N4/5 RMPS
N5/H Philosophy

HIGHER RMPS

Law
Medicine

Social Work
Business

Education

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

RMPS

Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies
RMPS gives pupils a chance to voice their own opinions about serious and everyday issues. Over time,
these opinions should develop into informed views which will stand them in good stead for life, learning
and work. After all, as humans we make moral decisions on how to live on a daily basis - from choosing
what to wear (e.g. Is our clothing ethically sourced?) to deciding how to treat our family, friends and
others.

TOPICS
There are three main areas of study:

● Abortion - Pupils learn what abortion is, investigate abortion laws worldwide, get involved in
exciting debates about what makes a person, study religious and non-religious views of
abortion, argue the pros and cons, and engage in moral philosophy.

● Euthanasia - Pupils learn what euthanasia is, argue the pros and cons, investigate case studies,
look at euthanasia laws in the UK and other countries, apply philosophical theories to
euthanasia and analyse religious and non-religious views of euthanasia.

● Environmental Philosophy - Pupils learn about crises facing the human race and other species,
how our lives impact the future of the planet, research environmental activists and naturalists,
understand the ecology of the Scottish landscape and get involved in debates about bringing
back large predators to Scotland.

SKILLS
Learners will develop skills such as:

● Analysis

● Evaluation

● Critical thinking

● Communication
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SCIENCES

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N5 Biology

NPA Science in Health (SCQF Level 4)
NPA Practical Science (SCQF Level 5)

HIGHER Human Biology

Forensic Science
Pharmacology
Ecology
Fitness and Training / Health Roles
Research science
Medicine

Biology
The study of biology connects us to the world we are living in, from the largest organisms down to your
own microscopic DNA. Through three 12-week units learners will discover how to stop the spread of
disease, the importance of conservation work and how a person develops from a single cell into a
complex living thing. All topics include regular practical, research and problem solving activities.

The course builds on what you learned in S1 and S2 and is a great foundation for anyone interested in
studying Biology, in S4 and beyond.

From cloning cauliflowers and brewing beer to dissecting wings and diagnosing diabetes; it’s all going
on in biology.

MAIN SKILLS

● Literacy

● Investigation/Practical

● Numeracy

● Communication and research

● Creativity

\\Highland...\DM 2.jpg
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CAREERSSUBJECTS

N4 Chemistry
N5 Chemistry

NPA Science in Health (SCQF Level 4)
NPA Practical Science (SCQF Level 5)

HIGHER Chemistry

Medicine
Dentistry

Colour Chemist
Pharmacy

Veterinary Science
Brewing and Distilling

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

SCIENCES

Chemistry
In Chemistry you will learn about the building blocks of life and how everything on this planet is made.
Chemists are always striving to make something new and you will through an exciting and challenging
practical course make new discoveries of your own. The course consists of four 9-week units that are
packed with practical activities to help you unveil some of the mysteries of your everyday life.

This course builds on what you learned in S1 and S2 chemistry courses and is a great foundation for
students who plan to study Chemistry in S4 and beyond.

From igniting methane bubbles that burn in your hands to making sticky green slime, it is time for you to
“react” and pick Chemistry!

SKILLS

● Literacy

● Investigation/Practical

● Numeracy

● Communication

● Research
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SCIENCES

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N5 Physics
N4/5 Practical Electronics

NPA Practical Science (SCQF Level 5)

HIGHER Physics

Electronics
Research Science
Aerospace Engineering
Telecommunications
Computer Games Design
Radiography
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering

Physics
Physics courses in S3 will enable learners to use physics to interpret aspects of their everyday lives and
to gain insight into the underlying nature of our world and its place in the universe. They will study a
wide range of physics applications from household electricity to the exploration of space.

They will develop skills for further learning and thinking skills which are applicable across many sectors
of employment.

TOPICS

● Space - The study of our own solar system, considering some of the more distant objects such

as the stars and galaxies that make up our universe. We also look at how telescopes and space

probes are used to gather information about the universe.

● Practical Electricity - Dealing with basic electric circuits and the rules governing them leading

to an understanding of how electricity is put to practical use.

● Matter and motion - Looking at important concepts in movement such as speed, acceleration

and forces. We will also study the behaviour of gases due to the movement of their atoms and

molecules.

● Waves - The key properties of waves and how we can use waves to communicate through

sound, radio & television, satellites and optical fibres.
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CAREERSSUBJECTS

N3 Administration and IT
N4 Administration and IT
N5 Administration and IT

FA Business Skills (SCQF Level 6)

HIGHER Administration and IT (Virtual School)

Business
Administration
Management

Events Management
Sales and Marketing

Journalism

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Administration and IT
Whatever field/industry you choose to go into after school you will benefit from the skills/knowledge
and understanding acquired in this course!

Administration and IT is a mixture of both theory and IT therefore is the ideal course if you want to
improve your IT skills and knowledge using Microsoft Office.  This course introduces pupils to
administration and enables them to embrace and use IT in everyday administration-related contexts,
laying foundations for lifelong learning and a successful working life.  You will then be able to create
professional-looking assignments and projects on your electronic device for other school subjects.
Having excellent IT and communication skills will also help you once you leave school, whether you go
into further or higher education or straight into the world of work.

Throughout this course you will develop:

● An awareness of simple administrative tasks; you will use the current or emerging equivalent
technologies to work through a series of simple administrative tasks given in the scenario.

● The ability to use basic functions of word processing, spreadsheets and databases to carry out
simple administrative tasks — to create and edit straightforward documents used in the
workplace, which may relate to any administrative function.

● Basic skills in using the internet, e-mail, e-diary and presentation applications to gather and
communicate simple information related to administration-related functions.

● The ability to integrate a limited range of skills to carry out a series of related administrative tasks.

● An understanding into the following theory topics: Administrative Assistant, Business
Documentation, Types of Contracts, Working Practices, The Workplace, Health and Safety within
an Organisation, Security of People, Property and Information, Organising and Supporting Events
and Customer Service.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N3 Business
N4 Business Management
N5 Business Management

FA Business Skills (SCQF Level 6)

HIGHER Business Management (Virtual school)

Business
Distribution
Management
Events Management
Sales and Marketing
Human Resources

Business
Do you watch and like Business TV programmes such as The Apprentice and Dragons’ Den? If yes, this
is the course for you.

Studying this course will allow you to learn the skills and qualities required to be a successful business
practitioner and entrepreneur.  This subject illustrates the importance of business in today’s society and
that the business world is a vibrant and exciting place where the decisions made affect us all in our
everyday lives.  Business pupils will:

● Develop transferable skills, for example the ability to solve problems, work within a team, be-
come a leader, employability, enterprise and citizenship, interpretation of data, decision mak-
ing, thinking, personal skills, customer service, research, numeracy (information handling) and
improve your communication skills.

● Learn how a business works locally, within the UK and on a global scale; pupils will also learn
about ethical issues.

● Learn about the various departments within an organisation and different working practices em-
ployed used within an organisation.

● Learn business language and how finance (such as sources of finance and financial documen-
tation), emerging technology, marketing and human resources can influence the success of an
organisation.

● Develop an understanding of how internal and external factors affect business decisions which
in turn affect peoples’ lives – which is especially relevant in the current economic climate.

● Learn about stakeholders and how they can influence a business.

● Learn about budgeting which in turn will allow pupils to manage their own personal finances
with confidence and gain a better understanding of economic influences on their lives.
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N5 Skills for Work: Hospitality

NPA Professional Cookery (SCQF Level 5)

FA Food and Drink TechnologySCQF Level 6)

Chef
Cook

Pâtissier
Hospitality

Restaurant Manager

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

HOME ECONOMICS

Do you see yourself with a Michelin Star restaurant in the future? Do you want to be the next star of the
Great British Bake Off? Over the course of S3 we continue to develop previous practical food
knowledge and understand the relationship between health, nutrition and the functional properties of
food.  All pupils will cook regularly and have an opportunity to adapt recipes to make them healthier
as well as getting the opportunity to create your own dishes.

TOPICS
As well as the basics of safety and hygiene, pupils will learn about:

● International Cookery

● Consumer Rights

● Nutrition

● Dietary Disease

SKILLS
In S3 pupils will develop their basic cookery skills further, with particular focus on:

● Knife skills

● Planning

● Application of prior knowledge through challenge activities

● Making healthy life choices

S3 Home Economics
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N4 Design and Manufacture
N5 Design and Manufacture

HIGHER Design and Manufacture

Product Design
Interior Design
Engineering
Architecture

Design and Manufacture
Are you a budding designer? Do you like to find out how things are made? Maybe you have lots of
good ideas about new inventions and like to draw or make your ideas? In Design and Manufacture
you will begin your journey to becoming a designer. We will help you develop your creativity and
show you how to think critically. You will discover the importance of every day products in our lives and
with hard work you can eventually become the person who gets to design them.

TOPICS
Through fun and active learning you will learn about:

● Design - the design process from ‘cradle to grave’, the design team, researching a brief,
 initial ideas, developing ideas, finalising ideas, planning for manufacture, sustainability.

● Manufacture - materials and their properties, industrial processes and production, workshop
 skill with materials, tools and machinery.

SKILLS
You will develop lots of skills during your journey to becoming a designer, including:

● Researching

● Planning

● Organising

● Presenting

● Practical skills
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N4 Graphic Communication
N5 Graphic Communication

HIGHER Graphic Communication

Architecture
Graphic Design
Product Design

Industrial Design
Engineering
Mechanics

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

TECHNOLOGY

Graphic Communication
Have you ever wondered who designs the latest adverts, or the logos for global companies? Maybe
you’re interested in CAD software, engineering and how things are made in industry. Graphic
Communication is all about developing your creativity, whilst giving you the skills to put your ideas into
practice. From designing magazine layouts, logos and promotions to technical drawings and CAD
modelling, in Graphic Communication you need to be ready to sketch, draw and create digital
drawings of products, as well as learn about the theory of design.

TOPICS
Graphic Communication covers three main areas:

● Preliminary graphics - Research and thumbnails.

● Production graphics - Logos, orthographic drawings, CAD modelling.

● Promotional graphics - Leaflet design, info-graphics, comic strips, book covers.

SKILLS
The skills you will develop in S3 are:

● Researching

● Thumbnail sketching

● Pictorial sketching

● Technical drawing

● 3D modelling using Computer Aided Design

● Graphic layouts using SERIF Page Plus software
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N4 Practical Woodworking Skills
N5 Practical Woodworking Skills

Joinery
Construction Industry

Engineering
Furniture Maker

Designer

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

TECHNOLOGY

Practical Woodworking Skills
Are you hands on and practically minded? If so, Practical Woodwork could be the ideal course for you.
You need to have a love of making to be successful in Practical Woodworking but whether you are an
expert or a beginner we will help you develop your skills further. What we ask from you is that you put in
100% effort and make sure you work safely at all times. Although we spend a great deal of time in the
workshop, we also spend time in the classroom learning about the materials and tools we are using.

In the workshop we build on the skills you learned in S1 and S2. You will learn how to use different bench
tools and different workshop machines to make a range of different products.

PROJECTS
You will complete a number of models during your time in S3, including:

● Spice Rack

● Mug tree

● Tea light holder

● Small chair and table

SKILLS
You will gain more advanced skills in:

● Working with tools

● Working on machinery

● Organisation

● Planning

● Finishing
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ART AND DESIGN

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N3 Art and Design
N4 Art and Design
N5 Art and Design

HIGHER Art and Design

Artist
Product Design
Graphic Design
Fashion Design
Architecture
Illustration
Art Therapy

S3 Art and Design
Do you enjoy drawing? Have an eye for colour and shape?  Yearn to pick up your paints and create
something new?…then Art and Design is the subject for you!

What will I learn?

● Portraiture

● Study various artists’ styles in portraiture, such as Howson, Byrne, Kahlo and Fauves, then take

these signature styles and experiment to create your own!

● Practical Design

● Design and make a lamp or clock using various techniques and mediums.

● Observational drawing

● Take life to the page by interpreting the world around you creating images, conveying

changing moods and new perceptions.
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N4 Music
N5 Music

HIGHER Music

UNITS IN:
Performing, Composing

and Understanding Music

Performer
Song Writer
Composer

Film and TV
Sound Engineering

Music Therapy
Marketing

NAIRN ACADEMY: BGE

MUSIC

S3 Music
“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and life to everything.”
- Plato
Music is for all; it can be studied by anyone and everyone. Regardless of your musical skill/level, Music is
known to enhance our well-being and has a number of mental and psychological benefits to offer.
Many studies have shown that those who study music perform better in a variety of subjects, including
Maths, Science, reading, and languages. Playing an instrument can also be a creative outlet for
emotions, playing a role in relieving stress and anxiety.

TOPICS
A variety of musical styles and genres are studied including:

● The Music of America (including Blues, Jazz and Rock ‘n’ Roll)

● World Music (including Reggae)

● The Music of Scotland

● Musical Theatre, Pop and Rock Music

Performing, composing and listening/analysing activities are integrated into all aspects of the course.

SKILLS

● Perform a variety of music on two instruments (or one instrument and voice).

● Develop skills in creating music (composing, arranging and improvising).

● Acquire skills in the use of Music Technology.

● Develop musical literacy through an understanding of a range of music concepts and ideas.

● Reflect on and evaluate your own work and that of others.

● Develop a stronger understanding of social and cultural effects in society.
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PE

CAREERSSUBJECTS

N4 Physical Education
N5 Physical Education

SCQF Level 4 Sports Leaders

HIGHER Physical Education

Sports Coaching
Sports Development
Physiotherapy
Armed Forces
Facility Management
Teaching

Physical Education
What are the main aims of the subject?

● To develop skills & techniques

● To develop understanding of factors impacting on performance

● To develop leadership qualities

● To develop teamwork qualities

Which topic areas will be covered in S3?

● Performance in a variety of Indoor and outdoor activities

● Focus on Mental, Emotional, Social and Physical factors

Which skills are taught?

● Physical

● Co-operation

● Concentration

● Fair play

● Leadership

● Teamwork
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THE FOLLOWING IMAGES ARE COURTESY OF CREATIVE COMMONS
ALL OTHER IMAGES : WORD ART AND NAIRN ACADEMY

Diary of Thomas Pickney  - Archives New Zealand
Finger joint      - Jordonhill School D&T Department
Handle with care     - Chanze Photo Art
Writing Forever     - Nilufer Gadgieva
Indian       - Perwira Sputra
Rememberance    - Prescott
Cooking with gas    - Mark Bonica
Chilli, Curry, Garlic ‘Spices in wooden spoon’  - Marco Kerak
M31, Andromeda Galaxy  - Joel Tonjan
Common woodworking frame and box joints - Jordan Mill School D&T Department
Logs       - John Bugg
HIV Infecting human cell  - NIH
Volleyball      - Martin Charette
New Zealand V Canada-Mens Hockey  - Glasgow 2014 Common Wealth Games
Light Bulb No     - Chuck Coker
Inside the New Game Campus - Vancouver Film School
Royalty Free Stock Image Sales Chart - Alan O’Rourke
Corporate Data    - Brand New Way
Budget Key     - GotCredit
Kinda slowly getting the hang off this mortise thing - Ben Miller
Chisels       - Ozzy Delaney
I plays bammington down our club - Paul Townsend
Soccer 286      - Maggie7
IMG_7641      - Jason Rasp
Radio       - Stig Morten Waage
Piano       - Safes
Music       - Brandon Giesbrecht
Look Matrix     - *_Abhi_*
Ergonomics Man on White - Lincolnblues
The Scales of Justice   - James Cridland
Buddhism      - H.B. Kang
IVF Image      - CNBP
Noose, Old Austin County jail, Bellville, Texas - Patrick Feller
Electronics current Board  - Creativity 103
Lone Circuit     - Mark Sze
Moleskine Office    - guccio
The CityLife     - Paul Bence
The hairdresser     - Mario Olmos
Seafarer-29     -  Institute for Apprenticeships
Globe       - Luke Price
YF_Philosophy_2    - Rachel Tan
Blue Marble 2002    - Nasa Goddard Space Flight
Xray 4       - Emptyage
Circuit 2       - Mark,Vicki, Ellaura and Mason
Slavery       - Emma Cragg
1910 World map    - Partick Barry
Aircraft       - La Carcasse d’lun
Tupolex SB-26is     - WW2gallery
Eiffel Tower at Night   - Vonderauvisuals
Germany      - barnz
Girl Reading Book    - World’s Direction
Tash Walker
Listen       - Ky
Read       - Krisztina Tordai
Reading       - Katy Tresedder
William Shakespeare King Lear - Anthony Topper
Stage set model | by Kotomi_  https://www.google.com - Flickr
musical actor actress acting headscarf women play -  https://www.google.com - Flickr
Day 8- Pen     -    https://www.flickr.com/photos/sriharshaphotography/
JellyOS the movie - clapperboard - http://distributedresearch.net/blog/2008/03/18/the-jelly-art-club-movie
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Studio 1  - https://www.flickr.com/photos/martinkrolikowski/


